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UNIVERSITY of WASHINGTON 
DEPARTMENT OF CLASSICS 

SEATTLE 5 

April 10, 1961 

Prof. Emmett L. Bennett, Jr. 
Institute for Research in the Humanities 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Bennett: 

My paper "The Ma Tablets from Pylos" recently was returned to me by Mr . 
tillwell with your comments. I am of course disappointed that you did not think 

it fit for publication, but agree that it had many faults, and that a presentation 
ordered along the lines you suggest would be clearer and perhaps more convincing. 
I therefore want to thank you for taking the trouble to record your comments: they 
have been very helpful to me in my rewriting. I hope to complete my revision in 
about a month. 

I had indeed .t;.-:'fd little attention to previous work because it seemed to me, 
in the case of Docs., to be incomplete, and in the case of Lejeune, patently false. 
My feeling was that Lejeune could, with his restorations and rounding-off of 
fractions, make almost anthing work . I did not realixe, as I do now, that his 
solution is completely wrong. In tracking down other works on the tablets I consulted 
the bibliography in Docs. and Studies in Mycenaean Inscriptions and Dialeet II-IV. 
This latter proved to contain nothing for the Ma tablets. I have been unableto 
consult your article in the Yale Scientific Magazine . 

You remark that I should record your methods of restoration. This I could not 
do with any better justification than could the reader, for though they seemed 
obvious to me, I clearly could not state as a fact what I did not know as a fact. 
Would you be so kind as to check my assumptions of your method? 1) Where the 
figure for a-pu-do-si ( & o-pe-re) is preserved, and the original assessment is 
missing, the total of a-pu-do-si ( & o-pe-ro) is considered as equaling the origugil 
assessment. (Ma 346). 2) Analogy with other tablets provided clues. If B was 
missing, A's figure was written for B since everywhere the assessments are the same 
for the two commodities. (Ma 216, 365) The proportion 7:7:2:3:1½:150, checked by 
other complete tablets containing the same figures for many of the commodities 
served for Ma 397-1048, 335, 225, 346. In only two instances did the proportions 
alone govern the restoration: Ma 120F and 333-526C. I do not understand the dot 
under 14 in Ma 120F. If my presumptions are correct, I will include a statement 
of your methods in a foot-note. I do not see the negessity .of stating that 
incorrect methods may sometimes lead to correct conclusions. 

It has been suggested that I support archaeogically my assumption that the 
Ma tablets are complete. Their having been found in the archives room, in the 
undisturbed portion of the room(?), tends. to support such an assumption a priori . 
But I have been unable to find any record of the absoulute find spot. I wonder if 
you might be willing to provide me with this infonnation, 

And while I am asting favors, I should like to ask a few more, these in the 
form of off-prints. As I said, it has been impossiLle for me to check your 
remarks lhn the Ma tablets in the Yale Scientific Magazine, and I should like to do 
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so. Also, -would you have any copies left of "The Landholders of Pylos" and 
"Fractional Quantities in Minoan Bookkeeping"? I regard "Landholders" as one 
of the most profitable articles yet to appear on a Linear B subject, and should 
like to own a copy. 

Sincerely, 

Ill#~ ::f.. ())r(Jlll, f,. 
William F. Wyatt, Jr. 
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